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1. Introduction
Polymer coated gas-phase sensors using the classical Rayleigh-type surface acoustic wave (RSAW) mode have enjoyed considerable interest worldwide over the last two decades [1-3]. This interest is motivated by their orders of magnitude higher sensitivity and larger dynamic range compared to bulk acoustic wave (BAW) sensors, fast response times, excellent overall stability, coming close to that of quartz crystal sensors, and low phase noise of the sensor system making high-resolution measurements possible [4]. Because of these features that are difficult to achieve with other technologies, RSAW based gas sensors have found successful application in a variety of industrial implementations such as electronic noses, systems for analysis of chemical and biological gases, medical diagnostics, environmental monitoring and protection, etc. [5-11]. On the other hand, surface transverse wave (STW) based gas sensors, even though sharing the same operation principle, have not been studied so extensively yet. The purpose of this article is to present and discuss systematic experimental data with both acoustic wave modes which will prove that STW based gas-phase sensors not only successfully compete with their RSAW counterparts but also complement them in applications where RSAW gas sensors reach their limits. Successful corrosion proof RSAW sensors using gold metallization for operation in highly reactive chemical environments will also be presented.

2. Operation principle of RSAW/STW based resonant gas phase sensors
Both RSAW and STW based gas sensitive resonant sensors share the same operation principle illustrated in Fig. 1. The sensor device typically is a two-port RSAW or STW resonator on a temperature compensated rotated Y cut of quartz whose geometry has been optimized in such manner that the resonator retains a well behaved single-mode resonance and suffers minimum loss increase and Q-degradation after the gas sensitive layer, (typically a solid, semisolid or soft polymer film with good sorption properties), is deposited on its surface. On the other hand, the sensor has to have maximum active area in the centre of its geometry where the magnitude of the standing wave and deformation are maximized. Thus, strong interaction with the gas adsorbed in the polymer film occurs and maximum gas sensitivity is obtained. The sensor operation principle according to Fig. 1 is fairly simple. If a gas-phase analyte of a certain concentration is applied to its surface, gas molecules are absorbed by the sensing layer until thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved; i. e. the number
of adsorbed molecules becomes equal to the number of desorbed ones. Due to adsorption, the layer becomes heavier and this increases the mass loading on the sensor surface. As a result of that, the acoustic wave propagation velocity $v$ decreases and causes a concentration proportional frequency down shift $\Delta f$ of the sensor’s resonance, called sensor signal. The resonance frequency shift of RSAW gas sensors coated with a polyisobutylene (PIB) polymer film is shown in Fig. 2 a) and b) for two different concentrations of tetrachloroethylene vapors. If the vapor concentration is small (0,1% in Fig. 2 a)) then the resonance shifts down by 83 ppm without degradation in loss or Q. At large concentrations of the gas vapors (0,7% in Fig. 2 b)), the 550 ppm of observed frequency down shift is accompanied by a 2 dB loss increase due to the heavy mass loading. However, the sensor device retains a high loaded Q, (above 2000 in Fig. 2 a) versus >4000 in Fig. 2 b)) and a steep phase slope in a well behaved single-mode resonance without distortion or excitation of undesired longitudinal modes.

Fig. 1. Operation principle of RSAW/STW based resonant gas phase sensors
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Fig. 2. Frequency (upper curves and phase (lower curves) responses of PIB coated RSAW sensors prior to (right) and after (left) tetrachloroethylene vapor probing at a) 0,1% and b) 0,7% concentration

3. Measurement resolution of RSAW/STW gas phase sensor systems

If a sensor device as the ones from Fig. 2 a) and b) is used as a frequency stabilizing element in the feedback loop of an oscillator circuit and its frequency $f_0$ is adjusted at the resonance
frequency of the sensor (see marker positions in Fig. 2 a) and b)) then due to the high Q of the sensor device, low-noise oscillation with high short-term stability will be obtained. Any change in gas concentration will alter the resonance frequency and the output frequency $f_0$ of the sensor oscillator, accordingly. Thus $\Delta f$ can be measured with a high precision using a high-resolution frequency counter, connected to the output of the sensor oscillator. At a given gas concentration $C$, measured in parts per million (ppm), the resolution $R$ of the sensor system, also measured in ppm, will be limited only by the short-term stability of the sensor oscillator $\sigma_y(\tau)$, also called Allan’s variation, for the measurement time $\tau$. The value of $\sigma_y(\tau)$ represents the flicker phase noise of the sensor oscillator in the time domain which is dominated by the actual flicker phase noise of the coated acoustic wave sensor. The resolution $R$ determines the minimum change in gas concentration that the system can detect and is, therefore, also called detection limit. It is calculated as follows:

$$R = \frac{C \sigma_y(\tau) f_0 \tau}{\Delta f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

To calculate $R$ for a given gas concentration $C$, according to (1), it is sufficient to measure $\sigma_y(\tau)$ of the sensor oscillator for the time interval $\tau$ which is normally 1s for most frequency counters operating in the typical 0.3 to 1.0 GHz RSAW/STW sensor range with 1 Hz resolution. Then, according to [12], $\sigma_y(\tau)$ can be calculated from a finite number $M$ of consecutive frequency measurements $y_i$ of $f_0$ as:

$$\sigma_y(\tau) = \left[ \frac{1}{2(M-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{M-1} (y_i - y_{i+1})^2 \right]^{1/2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $i$ is an integer. In a well stabilized against thermal transients sensor oscillator typically 20 to 50 consecutive measurements of $f_0$ are enough to calculate $\sigma_y(\tau)$ with sufficient accuracy for practical sensor applications.

4. Chemosensitive layers for RSAW/STW based gas sensors

The correct choice of the sensing layer suitable for the chosen acoustic mode is the key to proper sensor operation and good sensitivity and dynamic range [13, 14]. A sensing layer is considered as “good” if it has an excellent adhesion to the surface of the acoustic device for proper interaction with the acoustic wave, can easily adsorb and restlessly desorb large amounts of probing gases without chemically reacting with them, has good temperature stability and low ageing and does not change its sensitivity and sorption characteristics over thousands of measurement cycles. It is also desirable that the layer provides some selectivity to a certain chemical compound, i.e. it absorbs larger amounts of that compound than other compounds. Finally, the layer should not significantly degrade the Q, loss and the shape of the resonance after deposition onto the acoustic device. Because of their complicated net structure, many polymers feature excellent physical sorption, as required for reproducible sensor performance and this makes them appropriate for gas sensing applications [15-19]. If some of them have also appropriate viscoelastic properties for good interaction with the RSAW or STW mode, then they will provide the required performance of the acoustic wave sensor, accordingly. Layers with appropriate viscoelastic properties are those that follow the deformation of the surface as a result of the wave propagation without causing significant propagation loss and conversion of the
acoustic energy into undesired modes that decay into the bulk of the substrate and may cause degradation of sensor performance.

An important parameter of the sensing film, except for its viscoelastic properties is its solidness. On one hand, the parameter “solidness” determines the sorption properties of the film and the amount of gas that the layer can accommodate before saturation is reached. On the other hand, it determines the way in which the polymer film interacts with the acoustic wave. Therefore, the film solidness will determine the sensitivity, dynamic range and detection limit of the sensor. Based on their solidness, there are three types of polymer films that are appropriate for RSAW/STW sensors:

a. **Solid polymer films.** In fact, these films are solid as glass. That is why, they are often called “glassy polymer films” and have a stiffness value close to that of the sensor’s quartz substrate that they are deposited on. If used with the STW mode, due to the lower propagation velocity, these solid films trap the wave energy to the substrate surface and the acoustic wave propagates with low loss. That is why, solid films work much better with the STW mode than with the RSAW one. When their thickness becomes too high, a second slightly faster mode, called “Love mode” gets excited and multimoding occurs. Solid polymer films feature surface sorption and become easily saturated by the adsorbed gas but on the other hand, they feature very fast response times and are very sensitive if the sensor is operated far below saturation. That is why they are appropriate for high resolution measurements at low gas concentrations, (typically below 0.1%). A typical representative of the solid polymer family is the hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO), obtained in a glow-discharge plasma polymerization process [19].

b. **Soft polymer films.** These films are soft and elastic just like rubber. That is why they are referred to as “rubbery” or “jelly-like” films. Typically, they are deposited using spin coating or more advanced techniques such as airbrush or electro spray methods that provide good control over film thickness and uniformity. Since these soft polymers provide profound bulk sorption, they are capable of adsorbing large amounts of gas and are appropriate for measurements at high gas concentrations, (typically above 0.1%). They are well tolerated by the RSAW mode but do not work so well with STW. The reason is that they cause energy leakage of the STW into the bulk of the soft layer which results in increased loss and Q-degradation of the sensor resonator. Polymers like polyisobutilene (PIB), poly-(2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate) (PHEMA) and poly-(n-butylmethacrylate) (PBMA) are often used in RSAW based gas sensors.

c. **Semisolid polymer films.** These light and highly elastic films are also typically obtained in a plasma polymerization process [17, 18] for good reproducibility of the film parameters and have a structure very similar to polystyrene, the material used in plastic bags. They are highly resistant to almost all aggressive chemicals such as acids, bases and organic solvents and this makes them appropriate for environmental sensing applications. They are well tolerated by both, the RSAW and STW mode and often feature sensitivities comparable to those of the soft polymer films. The two semisolid films used in this study are styrene (ST) and allylalkohol (AA) synthesized in a plasma polymerization reactor.

5. **Comparative characteristics of polymer coated RSAW and STW gas sensors operating at the same acoustic wave length**

To identify the advantages and disadvantages of the STW mode versus its RSAW counterpart on quartz for gas sensor applications it is necessary to compare the sensor...
performance of both modes under identical real-life conditions. Such a performance comparison would be correct only if it is carried out with sensor devices of both modes operating on the same acoustic wave length for the following reason: If both types of devices are fabricated on the same piezoelectric material and cut orientation (AT-cut quartz in this case), use the same device geometry, are coated with the same sensing layer of the same thickness and are probed with identical gases and concentrations, then the only factors responsible for the differences in electrical and sensor performance would be the type of motion for each mode, (elliptical for the RSAW and shear horizontal for the STW) and the way the acoustic wave interacts with the sensing layer. The results presented in the next sections were performed with RSAW and STW sensors whose electrical characteristics in the uncoated state are summarized in Table 1.

5.1 Electrical performance of STW/RSAW sensor resonators coated with solid and semisolid sensing layers

The frequency and phase responses of the STW and RSAW sensor resonators from Table 1 prior to and after coating with the solid HMDSO are compared in Fig. 3. After film deposition, the frequency of the RSAW device shifts down by about 1,5 MHz (3500 ppm), its insertion loss increases by 5,7 dB and the loaded Q decreases from 6000 to about 2000. The frequency and phase responses of the STW device shifts down by 4 MHz (6100 ppm) which accounts for about 2 times higher relative mass loading sensitivity than its RSAW counterpart. The insertion loss increases by just about 3 dB versus 5,7 dB for the RSAW mode which implies that the STW mode tolerates solid films better in terms of loss increase. On the other hand, excitation of a second higher-order Love wave mode [20] about 7 MHz higher than the main STW mode at 697 MHz is observed. Since a 180 deg. phase reversal at this Love mode occurs, (see the lower data plot in Fig. 3 b)), it is not very likely to degrade the performance of the sensor oscillator. A more serious problem, however, is the distortion at the main STW mode that indeed can cause the sensor oscillator to jump onto an adjacent peak during the measurement. That is why, coating STW sensor resonators with excessively thick solid films as the 190 nm HMDSO from Fig. 3 should be stopped before distortion and multiple peak behavior on the main STW mode occurs. As far as the higher-order Love mode at 704 MHz is concerned, we have noticed that its gas sensitivity is orders of magnitude lower than the STW mode on the right side. This lack of sensitivity is explained by the fact that the Love mode scatters its energy into the bulk of the sensing layer [20].
Fig. 3. Frequency (upper curves) and phase responses (lower curves) of the a) RSAW and b) STW sensor resonators from Table 1 prior to (upper plots) and after (lower plots) 190 nm HMDSO solid film deposition

5.2 Electrical performance of STW/RSAW sensor resonators coated with soft polymer films

A similar comparison between both acoustic wave modes was performed by coating the devices from Table 1 with the soft polymer film PIB using the micro drop deposition method. The data obtained shows quite the opposite tendency compared to the solid film behavior from Section 5.1. The STW devices suffered a 5 dB increase in insertion loss and rather distorted frequency responses even at fairly thin soft layers. Only a moderate frequency down shift of 1330 ppm was obtained as a result of film coating. As evident from the frequency responses in Fig. 2 the RSAW devices were found to provide a much better performance at the same film thickness. They retain a high loaded Q and low insertion loss, as well as an undistorted single-mode resonance. These data imply that RSAW sensors will work better with soft polymer films while the STW mode will provide better performance with solid films as long as they are not excessively thick to cause distortion.

6. A practical method for film thickness optimization of RSAW/STW gas sensors coated with solid and semisolid sensing layers

The most important step in designing practical RSAW/STW resonant sensors is the selection of an optimum thickness of the sensing layer. It should be selected in such manner
that maximum sensor sensitivity and dynamic range are obtained at minimum degradation of the electrical resonator performance (insertion loss, loaded Q, side lobe suppression and distortion) as required for stable low-noise operation of the sensor oscillator. A very efficient method for film thickness optimization using a controlled plasma deposition of the semisolid polymer Parylene C is described in [21]. This material has viscoelastic properties very similar to practical solid and semisolid layers but has the unique feature that it can polymerize directly on the surface of the acoustic devices at room temperature, thus avoiding undesired thermal frequency drifts. Also the actual deposition is performed in a chamber separate from the plasma reactor where the devices are protected from the high electric fields of the main plasma generator. This allows direct measurement of their frequency and phase responses with a network analyzer in the process of film deposition while the film thickness is measured with a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). The results from a Parylene C deposition on a 433 MHz RSAW resonator and real time measurements of its electrical characteristics are shown in Fig. 4 for a polymer thickness ranging from 0 to 700 nm. From this measurement it is possible to identify the thickness range in which optimum sensor performance is expected and to extract information on the behavior of important sensor parameters in the process of polymer coating as follows:

• the down shift of the resonant frequency versus film thickness;
• the loss increase with film thickness;
• the loaded Q decrease with film thickness;
• the behavior of the adjacent longitudinal modes in the process of deposition;
• the thickness range over which the sensor demonstrates maximum mass sensitivity of frequency while retaining good electrical performance. In Fig. 4 this optimum thickness range is between 100 and 300 nm with an average of 200 nm.

As evident from Fig. 4, in the optimum thickness range (100 to 300 nm) a maximum linear frequency shift, (maximum mass sensitivity), is accompanied by just about 7 dB loss increase. The Q remains high as shown by the sharp resonance while the first longitudinal mode on the left side of the resonance remains suppressed by at least 12 dB. If the sensor is...
intended for high-resolution measurements at low gas concentrations, then a thickness close to 100 nm should be chosen due to the highest Q and lowest loss. If measurements at higher gas concentrations are expected then a 300 nm thickness may be more appropriate since the thicker layer may adsorb larger amounts of gas without film saturation.

6.1 Critical thickness in RSAW/STW based sensor resonators coated with solid and semisolid sensing layers

As shown in the previous sections, the sensing layer does not only shift the resonant frequency down, increase the loss and decrease the loaded Q as a result of mass loading but it also influences the longitudinal modes supported by the resonator geometry that appear on the left side of the main resonance. In the uncoated resonator these modes are well enough suppressed (typically by 5 to 15 dB) and do not cause any problems when the resonator is operated in an oscillator circuit. As soon as a sensing layer is deposited on the surface, it will change the phase conditions along the device topology and this will cause the adjacent longitudinal modes to arise in magnitude at the expense of the main resonance. This situation gets worse at thick solid films for both, the STW and the RSAW mode. At a certain thickness which we call “critical thickness” the magnitude of the first adjacent low-frequency longitudinal mode on the left becomes equal to the magnitude of the higher-frequency main resonance. This creates a potential for instability in the sensor oscillator stabilized with this sensor since it can easily jump from the main resonance onto the left longitudinal mode during gas probing which will ruin the measurement. The critical thickness situation is illustrated in Fig. 5 a) and b) for a STW and a RSAW device from Table 1, accordingly, in the process of Parylene C deposition as described in Section 6. As evident from Fig. 5 a), at thickness values above 185 nm the first longitudinal mode on the left starts rapidly growing until its magnitude becomes equal to the main resonance. The critical thickness at which this happens is about 350 nm. At this thickness also a strong Love mode excitation on the right is observed. The RSAW device in Fig. 5 b) reaches its critical thickness at about 650 nm. From these data we can draw the conclusion that the devices from Table 1 can be usable as Parylene C coated sensors as long the film thickness is lower than 300 nm and 600 nm for the STW and RSAW devices, respectively. Comparing the coating behavior of both modes in Fig. 5 we see that the STW mode retains a much better behaved resonance than its RSAW counterpart until the critical thickness is reached. At that thickness the STW device has a loss of 14 dB (Fig. 5 a)), versus 35 dB for the RSAW device (Fig. 5 b)). Therefore, the STW mode tolerates solid and semisolid sensing films much better than the RSAW one and is more appropriate for operation with such films in practical gas sensors.

7. Gas sensing characteristics of RSAW/STW resonant sensors coated with solid and semisolid chemo sensitive films

In the following sections we present results from gas probing experiments on RSAW/STW sensors coated with solid HMDSO and semisolid ST and AA films. Four different chemical agents at different vapor concentrations are used for gas probing as follows:

- Dichloroethane 6500 ppm
- Ethylacetate 17600 ppm
- Tetrachloroethylene 2650 ppm
- Xylene 1400 ppm
The purpose of the gas probing tests is to identify which acoustic wave mode provides better performance in real-world gas sensing conditions.

Fig. 5. Critical thickness in a) STW and b) RSAW devices in the process of Parylene C coating

7.1 Computer controlled automatic system for gas probing measurements

The block diagram of the computer controlled system for measuring the gas sensing characteristics of the RSAW/STW polymer coated sensors is shown in Fig. 6. For correct comparison of the gas probing performance of both acoustic wave modes four pairs of devices (one RSAW and one STW sensor in each pair, coated with the same polymer to the same film thickness and in the same deposition process) are mounted in open TO 92 packages and placed in the sensor head which can accommodate a total of eight sensors. Each device is connected to one of the 8 sensor oscillator circuits in the head. During gas probing each of the 8 oscillators is turned on for a short period of time to take the measurement. The oscillators are operated one at a time and multiplexed consecutively to avoid possible injection locking. Their output frequency is down converted to an intermediate frequency in the 4-9 MHz range by means of a stable heterodyne reference oscillator to allow fast high-resolution measurements with a reciprocal frequency counter. The chemical compounds 1 through 4 used for gas probing are vapors from the 4 liquid-phase analytes in the 4 containers. A permeation cell is placed on top of each container to allow a defined vapor pressure which is controlled by the rotation speed of the pump. By a switch block of valves the vapors of each analyte are then consecutively fed to the sensor head where they interact with the sensors. After the measurements at each analyte are completed the sensors are flushed with dry air passing through a silica gel integrator which provides also a homogenous air and gas flow. The entire system is controlled by a computer which performs measurements in probe-flush cycles over time and provides real-time sensor data on the computer screen. The data in Fig. 7 is the gas probing performance of a 700 MHz STW styrene coated sensor probed with dichloroethane vapors at 6500 ppm concentration in 100 s probe-flush cycles. It should be noted that prior to this measurement the sensor was probed with a different compound (xylene) for 62 hours and 40 minutes. Note the excellent reproducibility of the noise free sensor signal with a magnitude
$\Delta f = 160\text{KHz}$ over time indicating that prolonged xylene treatment has not had any influence on the sensor performance. This is a clear indication that styrene has very good physical sorption properties to a variety of gas phase compounds.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the automated system for simultaneous gas sensitivity measurements on eight sensor devices

Fig. 7. Gas sensing performance of a 700 MHz styrene coated STW sensor probed with dichloroethane at 6500 ppm concentration in 100 s probe-flush cycles
7.2 Gas sensitivity comparison of RSAW/STW sensor resonators coated with solid HMDSO films

This study aims at finding out which of both acoustic wave modes provides better gas sensitivity when coated with solid HMDSO films and what is the optimum film thickness at which maximum sensitivity is achieved. For this purpose, 5 pairs of RSAW/STW devices according to Table 1 were coated at 5 different HMDSO thicknesses (50, 100, 190, 280 and 350 nm) each, in the same plasma deposition process for each pair. Figure 8 compares the gas sensing characteristics of both modes gas probed with tetrachloroethilene at 2650 ppm concentration. The results from all gas probing experiments on the 5 pairs of devices are summarized in Table 2. In this table the “sensitivity factor” is the ratio between the relative sensitivities (in ppm) for the two devices of each pair. It is given for each of the 5 film thicknesses and shows which mode is more sensitive and at which thickness. From the data in Fig. 8 and Table 2 the following important practical conclusions can be drawn:

1. The HMDSO coated sensors have very short response times and reach adsorption-desorption equilibrium just a few seconds after the gas flow is applied. We attribute this behavior to the surface sorption of the HMDSO which is typical for solid sensing polymers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor/Compound</th>
<th>Dichloroethane 6500 ppm</th>
<th>Ethylacetate 17600 ppm</th>
<th>Tetrachloroethylene 2650 ppm</th>
<th>Xylene 1400 ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>700 MHz STW 50 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>2 KHz (2.9 ppm)</td>
<td>2.8 KHz (4 ppm)</td>
<td>3.5 KHz (5 ppm)</td>
<td>2.4 KHz (3.4 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 MHz RSAW 50 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>1.5 KHz (3.5 ppm)</td>
<td>4 KHz (9.2 ppm)</td>
<td>3 KHz (6.9 ppm)</td>
<td>2.2 KHz (5 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity factor (STW/ RSAW)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 MHz STW 190 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>3 KHz (4.3 ppm)</td>
<td>4.8 KHz (6.9 ppm)</td>
<td>7.5 KHz (10.7 ppm)</td>
<td>3.7 KHz (5.3 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 MHz SAW 190 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>1.8 KHz (4.2 ppm)</td>
<td>3.8 KHz (8.8 ppm)</td>
<td>3.5 KHz (8.1 ppm)</td>
<td>2.5 KHz (5.8 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity factor (STW/RSAW)</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 MHz STW 280 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>8.3 KHz (11.9 ppm)</td>
<td>8.5 KHz (12.1 ppm)</td>
<td>7 KHz (10 ppm)</td>
<td>4 KHz (5.7 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 MHz SAW 280 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>3.5 KHz (8 ppm)</td>
<td>6.5 KHz (15 ppm)</td>
<td>6 KHz (14 ppm)</td>
<td>4.3 KHz (10 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity factor (HP1AB/RSAW)</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 MHz STW 350 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>11 KHz (15.7 ppm)</td>
<td>14 KHz (20 ppm)</td>
<td>15 KHz (21.4 ppm)</td>
<td>9.5 KHz (13.6 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 MHz SAW 350 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>1.8 KHz (4.2 ppm)</td>
<td>2.3 KHz (5.3 ppm)</td>
<td>5.1 KHz (11.8 ppm)</td>
<td>4.2 KHz (9.7 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity factor (STW/RSAW)</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 MHz STW 100 nm HMDSO</td>
<td>11 KHz (16 ppm)</td>
<td>20 KHz (29 ppm)</td>
<td>37 KHz (53 ppm)</td>
<td>9 KHz (13 ppm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Gas sensitivity comparison of RSAW vs. STW devices coated with solid HMDSO film of 5 film thicknesses. Data on the 100 nm coated SAW device are not available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>700 MHz STW, 100 nm HMDSO</th>
<th>433 MHz RSAW, 280 nm HMDSO</th>
<th>Sensitivity factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11 KHz (16 ppm)</td>
<td>3.5 KHz (8 ppm)</td>
<td>STW/RSAW 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dichloroethane</td>
<td>6500 ppm</td>
<td>20 KHz (29 ppm)</td>
<td>6.5 KHz (15 ppm)</td>
<td>STW/RSAW 1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylacetate</td>
<td>17600 ppm</td>
<td>37 KHz (53 ppm)</td>
<td>6 KHz (14 ppm)</td>
<td>STW/RSAW 3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrachloroethylene</td>
<td>2650 ppm</td>
<td>9 KHz (13 ppm)</td>
<td>4.3 KHz (10 ppm)</td>
<td>STW/RSAW 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>1400 ppm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Gas sensitivity comparison of the RSAW and STW sensors coated at their optimum HMDSO thickness values

Fig. 8. Tetrachloroethilene probing data of HMDSO coated a) STW and b) RSAW sensors at 50, 100, 190, 280 and 350 nm film thicknesses

2. Starting from very thin films (50 nm in this case) and increasing the thickness, the gas sensitivity increases in both the RSAW and STW devices, accordingly, until a thickness value is reached at which maximum sensitivity is achieved. This optimum thickness value is different for both modes (100 nm for the STW and 280 nm for the RSAW mode at the wavelength of 7.22 µm in this case). Further increase in film thickness beyond the optimum thickness value only reduces the relative frequency sensitivity and increases the loss of the gas sensor.

3. The optimum thickness values for both modes are far below critical thickness and are well within the thickness ranges in which the sensor devices demonstrate high mass sensitivity while retaining low insertion loss, high Q and a well behaved single-mode resonance in the Parylene C coating experiment from Fig. 5. Therefore, the practical film thickness optimization method described in Section 6 is well suited for identifying the optimum film thickness at which maximum gas sensitivity should be expected.

4. The relative sensitivities for both acoustic wave modes at their optimum thickness values, summarized in Table 3, demonstrate a 1.3 to 3.8 times higher sensitivity to all 4 gases of the STW mode versus its RSAW counterpart operating at the same acoustic wavelength. This suggests that the STW mode is much more appropriate for operation with solid chemosensitive polymers.
7.3 Gas sensitivity comparison of RSAW/STW sensor resonators coated with semisolid styrene (ST) and allylalcohol (AA) films

A similar comparative study was performed also when pairs of RSAW/STW devices from Table 1 were coated at three different thicknesses of the semisolid ST and AA polymer films in a glow discharge plasma reactor. Since no equipment was available to measure the thickness of semisolid layers directly we used the deposition time in seconds for each layer as a measure of the layer thickness. In this study the deposition times for all three thicknesses were 10, 15 and 20 s for the films with the lowest, medium and highest thicknesses, accordingly. The results from these gas probing tests are summarized in Tables 4 and 5 for the ST and AA coated sensors, accordingly. Note that in these experiments we had to reduce the concentrations of all four probing gases by a factor of 4 to avoid saturation of the sensing layers due to the much higher adsorption capacity of the ST and AA films compared to HDMSO. When comparing the data from Tables 4 and 5 an interesting behavior is observed. Styrene coated STW devices are up to 3 times more sensitive than their ST coated RSAW counterparts while with the AA coated sensors we see the opposite behavior - the AA coated RSAW devices are up to 3.6 times more sensitive than their AA coated STW counterparts. We attribute this behavior to the fact that AA is the softest of the three polymers we used in this work and this material behaves much more like a soft polymer than a semisolid one. This implies that the RSAW mode might be more suitable for operation with soft sensing films than the STW mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound/Concentration</th>
<th>Tetrachloroethylene (630 ppm)</th>
<th>Dichloroethane (1550 ppm)</th>
<th>Ethylacetate (4190 ppm)</th>
<th>Xylene (330 ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic mode</td>
<td>STW</td>
<td>RSAW</td>
<td>STW</td>
<td>RSAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition time 10 s/styrene</td>
<td>119 ppm</td>
<td>74 ppm</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>92 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition time 15 s/styrene</td>
<td>254 ppm</td>
<td>85 ppm</td>
<td>206 ppm</td>
<td>171 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition time 20 s/styrene</td>
<td>239 ppm</td>
<td>108 ppm</td>
<td>219 ppm</td>
<td>201 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity factor 10s/15s/20s</td>
<td>STW/RSAW</td>
<td>1.61 / 3.0 / 2.21</td>
<td>STW/RSAW</td>
<td>1.09 / 1.2 / 1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Gas sensitivity comparison of semisolid ST coated RSAW and STW devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound/Concentration</th>
<th>Tetrachloroethylene (630 ppm)</th>
<th>Dichloroethane (1550 ppm)</th>
<th>Ethylacetate (4190 ppm)</th>
<th>Xylene (330 ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic mode</td>
<td>STW</td>
<td>RSAW</td>
<td>STW</td>
<td>RSAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition time 20 s/AA</td>
<td>12.3 ppm</td>
<td>20.8 ppm</td>
<td>22.8 ppm</td>
<td>66.4 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition time 25 s/AA</td>
<td>14.3 ppm</td>
<td>25.9 ppm</td>
<td>23.1 ppm</td>
<td>83.1 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity factor 20s/25s</td>
<td>RSWA/STW</td>
<td>1.69 / 1.81</td>
<td>RSWA/STW</td>
<td>2.91 / 3.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Gas sensitivity comparison of semisolid AA coated RSAW and STW devices
For the semisolid film coated RSAW/STW sensors we can make the following conclusions:

1. Semisolid sensing films improve gas sensitivity of the RSAW and STW modes dramatically compared to the solid films. ST coated devices demonstrate one to two orders of magnitude higher relative gas sensitivities compared to HMDSO coated ones.

2. As observed with the solid film, also semisolid layers seem to have an optimum film thickness at which maximum gas sensitivity is achieved. Here these optimum thicknesses are achieved at 15 s for ST and 20 s for AA with the STW mode, while the RSAW mode needs somewhat higher optimum thicknesses – 20 s for ST and 25 s for the AA film.

3. There is a significant film type dependent difference in gas sensitivities for both modes. ST provides much better gas sensitivity compared to AA and this is attributed to both – the different sorption properties and different viscoelastic properties of the films which determine how the wave interacts with the film and the gas sorbed in it.

4. The RSAW mode operates better with the relatively soft AA than with the semisolid ST.

8. Noise and measurement resolution (detection limit) of RSAW/STW resonant sensors operating with gas sensing polymer layers

As shown in Section 3, if the sensor resonator is connected in the feedback loop of a sensor oscillator whose short-term stability over the time $\tau$ has been measured as $\sigma_y(\tau)$, then measuring the sensor signal $\Delta f$ which is the response of the sensor oscillator to the gas with the concentration $C$, the measurement resolution $R$, also called detection limit of the sensor system, can readily be calculated with Equation (1). As an example, let us determine the measurement resolution of the sensor system with which the dichloroethane measurement at $C=6500$ ppm ($6.5 \times 10^{-3}$) from Fig. 7 was performed. With $\sigma_y(\tau)$ measured as $1.17 \times 10^{-9}$/s at the oscillator frequency $f_0=700$ MHz ($7 \times 10^8$ Hz), for the sensor resolution over the measurement time $\tau=1$ s we obtain $R=33.3$ ppb (parts per billion). This means that this sensor system can detect changes in the dichloroethane concentration as small as 33 ppb. Such high sensor resolutions are extremely difficult to achieve with other sensor technologies. They are attributed to the fact that RSAW/STW resonant sensors retain excellent resonance characteristics, low loss, high Q and low flicker phase noise when coated with solid and semisolid chemo sensitive polymer films at optimum thickness.

The data in Tables 6 and 7 represent the detection limits of the styrene coated RSAW and STW sensors, respectively, during the measurements on the 4 gas-phase analytes used in this work. The $\sigma_y(\tau)$ values for the sensor oscillators were measured as $5.6 \times 10^{-9}$/s and $3.04 \times 10^{-9}$/s, respectively. The “Resolution factor” in Table 7 indicates the resolution improvement of the STW mode versus its RSAW counterpart in these measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound/Concentration</th>
<th>Tetrachloroethylene (630 ppm)</th>
<th>Dichloroethane (1550 ppm)</th>
<th>Ethylacetate (4190 ppm)</th>
<th>Xylene (330 ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic mode/f0</td>
<td>RSAW/433 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dep. time/polymer</td>
<td>20 s/styrene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor signal $\Delta f$</td>
<td>47 KHz (108 ppm)</td>
<td>87 KHz (201 ppm)</td>
<td>53 KHz (122 ppm)</td>
<td>33 KHz (76 ppm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_y(1s)$</td>
<td>$5.6 \times 10^{-9}$/s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution $R$</td>
<td>32.5 ppb</td>
<td>43.2 ppb</td>
<td>192 ppb</td>
<td>24 ppb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Detection limits of the styrene coated RSAW sensors at the 4 gas-phase analytes.
Table 7. Detection limits of the styrene coated STW sensors at the 4 gas-phase analytes

Table 7 this resolution improvement is by a factor of 1.9 to 4.3. We attribute this advantage of the STW mode to the following factors:

- The styrene coated STW sensors feature lower flicker noise values than their RSWA counterparts. This is evident from the $\sigma_y(\tau)$ measurement ($5.6 \times 10^{-9}$/s vs. $3.04 \times 10^{-9}$/s for the RSWA and STW sensors, respectively). This suggests that the STW devices tolerate the styrene film better than the RSWA ones;
- The STW mode features better relative gas sensitivity than its RSWA counterpart at the same acoustic wave length and type of semisolid polymer film (styrene) as evident from Table 4.

8.1 External factors that may degrade measurement resolution in practical RSWA/STW sensor systems

The data in Tables 6 and 7 represent the physical detection limits that can be achieved with practical RSWA/STW based sensor systems. If all other factors that may have a negative effect on the measurements are excluded then the only limiting quantity to the measurement resolution remains the electrical flicker phase noise of the sensor oscillator represented by its Allan’s variation $\sigma_y(\tau)$. Unfortunately, in practical sensor systems there are several external factors that may seriously degrade sensor resolution and therefore care should be taken to eliminate them or to reduce their influence to acceptable values. The closer the system is brought to its $\sigma_y(\tau)$ limit, the better it has been designed.

The major factors that may degrade sensor resolution in practical sensor systems will be briefly discussed next.

a. Gas flow homogeneity.

This is one of the key disturbances that may seriously degrade sensor noise and should be eliminated first. If the gas flow applied to the sensor head from Fig. 6 is not homogeneous then the sensor devices will sense a variable gas concentration during the probe-flush cycles. Since the measurement cycle is much longer than the time over which inhomogeneities occur, amplitude fluctuation of the sensor signal at or close to equilibrium will occur. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 9 showing results from a tetrachloroethene measurement with the setup from Fig. 6 when the integrators are removed. This causes a serious turbulence of the gas flow in the system which results in strong noise levels on top of the sensor signals. Even a periodicity on the noise signal is observed which is attributed to the pump rotation. Fortunately, gas flow
inhomogeneities are easily eliminated. After the integrators are placed back at the air inlet and outlet a noise free measurement similar to the one from Fig. 7 is obtained.

![Tetra-chloroethylene probing on HMDSO coated 433 MHz SAW devices with both integrators removed](image)

Fig. 9. Tetrachloroethene probing with 5 HMDSO coated RSAW sensors with the integrators from the setup in Fig. 6 removed

b. Gas saturation of the sensing films.

![Ethyl acetate measurement at 17600 ppm concentration (701 MHz STW)](image)

![Ethyl acetate measurement at 4190 ppm concentration (701 MHz STW)](image)

Fig. 10. Ethylacetate probing on ST and AA coated STW sensors at a) 17600 and b) 4190 ppm vapour concentration

Saturation of the sensing films occurs when gas concentrations become so high that sorption limit of the layer is reached. A situation like this during an ethylacetate measurement at 17600 ppm concentration is illustrated in Fig. 10a). In this case strong peaks of overpressure in the analyte container as well as noise and distortion on the sensor signals are observed as a result of film saturation. When the gas concentration is reduced by a factor of 4 to 4190 ppm, the sensor signals become much more uniform and noise fluctuations are greatly reduced. The behaviour in Fig. 10a) has the following explanation. When the films become saturated dynamic equilibrium is disturbed and a
very turbulent adsorption-desorption process takes place, the films get lighter and heavier in a stochastic way and this generates noise on top of the sensor signals. Once the gas concentration is reduced, equilibrium occurs and the adsorption-desorption process returns back to normal (see Fig. 10 b)).

c. **Adsorption-desorption noise (ADN) in soft film coated RSAW sensors operated far below gas saturation.**

When RSAW sensors are coated with soft polymer films featuring profound bulk sorption these films can accommodate large amounts of gas without being driven into saturation. The larger the amount of adsorbed gas, the more turbulent the adsorption-desorption process at equilibrium becomes even though the film is operated far below its saturation limit. This results in ADN evident in Fig. 11 which presents results from tetrachloroethilene probing on RSAW/STW sensors coated with the soft PIB film. ADN is visible on top of all sensor signals regardless of how strong they are. It should be noted that ADN levels depend entirely on the sorption characteristics of the soft polymer films and this makes elimination of this type of noise very difficult. In practical sensor systems one should either cope with ADN or, in critical situations, a different type of polymer film with lower ADN should be used. For example, the magnitude of the sensor signals in Fig. 11 is comparable with those in Fig. 7 where ST was used and no measurable ADN levels were observed. Therefore, results as the ones from the PIB film coated sensors from Fig. 11 but free of ADN could readily be obtained with ST coated sensors.

![Tetrachloroethilene probing on PIB coated SAW and STW devices at 433 MHz](image)

Fig. 11. Tetrachloroethilene probing on RSAW/STW sensors coated with the soft PIB polymer film and operated far below gas saturation

9. **Corrosion proof RSAW resonant sensors using gold electrode structure**

Typically, RSAW/STW sensors are fabricated with Al electrode structure using a well established photolithographic process. Al metallization is cheap and provides excellent electrical performance in almost all SAW devices fabricated to date. However, a major problem occurs if SAW devices with Al metallization are coated with sensing layers and used as gas sensors. Very often, the chemical gas-phase compounds to be detected form corrosive bases and alkalis with the ambient humidity and attack the Al electrode structure.
by entering into a chemical reaction with the Al film. The problem is further aggravated by the presence of the sensing layer which, by absorbing large amounts of gas, greatly increases the concentration of the aggressive analyte that comes in contact with the Al electrodes. As a result of corrosion, the sensors suffer irreversible performance degradation, provide inconsistent data and even dye within a limited number of measurement cycles. The solution to that problem is the implementation of SAW devices with corrosion proof gold (Au) metallization that can successfully stand severe corrosion attacks by chemically reactive substances. The design of RSAW sensor resonators with Au electrode structure is not so straightforward as with Al metallization. Due to the fact that Au has a 7 times higher density than Al and is much softer several side effects, such as excitation of strong SSBW modes and transverse waveguide modes occur that can cause serious loss and Q-degradation as well as distorted characteristics at the main resonance. However, by careful selection of the Au thickness and choosing proper device geometry, these side effects can be kept under control and very good resonance characteristics appropriate for gas sensor applications can be achieved [22], [23]. In the next sections we will discuss the performance of RSAW sensors with Au electrode structure intended for operation as gas sensors in highly reactive chemical environments. These sensors were designed to replace their predecessors using the problematic Al electrode structure in a practical sensor system operating at 433 MHz.

9.1 Electrical performance comparison of Au vs. Al RSAW sensor resonators

Generally two types of resonator devices are used in a practical resonator system - two-port resonators (TPR) featuring a single-mode resonance and coupled resonator filters (CRF) that have a two-pole resonance achieved with a coupling grating in the centre of the resonant cavity. As evident from Fig. 12 a) and b), the CRF devices have twice the phase slope of a TPR in their filter pass bands and generally provide better stabilization of the sensor oscillator than the TPR, especially in measurements at high gas concentrations. In a real-world sensor system, the sensor oscillator is designed to operate on the right CRF resonant mode since the left one vanishes when the device is coated with a polymer film [6]. Typically, the sensor oscillator provides stable oscillation on the right mode and never jumps onto the left one since a 180 deg. phase reversal makes oscillation impossible at that mode (see Fig. 12 b)). The frequency and group delay responses of the Al RSAW devices previously used in the sensor system are shown in Fig. 12 c) and d) while a) and b) represent the electrical performance of their Au substitutes designed in [23]. The insertion loss, Q and group delay data from these devices at resonance are compared in Table 8. Es evident from that data and also from Fig. 12 the Al and Au devices feature very similar frequency responses, insertion loss and loaded Q values and the replacement of the Al devices with their Au successors was made without any changes or adjustments of the sensor circuitry. The Au devices are slightly inferior to the Al ones in terms of loss and loaded Q. This is attributed to the loss of energy as a result of the heavy Au loading on the quartz surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter / Device (433 MHz)</th>
<th>AI-CRF</th>
<th>Au-CRF</th>
<th>AI-TPR</th>
<th>Au-TPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unmatched insertion loss [dB]</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group delay (50Ω load) [µs]</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loaded Q</td>
<td>5450</td>
<td>4430</td>
<td>5350</td>
<td>3890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unloaded Q</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>6190</td>
<td>10160</td>
<td>6730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Comparison of the insertion loss, Q and group delay data at resonance of the uncoated RSAW sensors with Al and Au metallization characterized in Fig. 12
Fig. 12. Frequency (upper curves) and phase/group delay (lower curves) responses of RSAW single mode two-port resonators (upper row) and coupled resonator filter (lower row) using (a) and (b) Au and (c) and (d) Al electrode structure.

9.2 Chemo sensitive polymer films and deposition methods used

This section compares the new Au vs. the old Al sensor devices in their sensor characteristics to find out if the replacement causes any performance degradation of the sensor system the Au devices were expected to operate in. To check the sensor performance we again used two types of polymer films: (A) solid Parylene C to simulate coating behaviour with solid and semisolid films as described in Section 6 and (B) a soft polymer called poly[chlorotrifluoroethylene-co-vinylidene fluoride] (PCFV) to test sensor performance at high gas concentrations. Since Parylene C coating was discussed in Section 6 already, here we will briefly discuss a relatively novel soft polymer deposition method, which is called electro spray method and is described in [24] in detail. We applied it successfully to all 4 devices from Fig. 12 to obtain very uniform high-quality soft PCFV films for reproducible sensor performance. According to this method, the holder with the SAW devices mounted on it, spins in a cloud of very small liquid-phase polymer droplets coming out from a narrow capillary tube and directed by an electrostatic field towards the sensor surface. The droplets settle onto the device surface, stick together and form a uniform film. Its thickness depends on the deposition time. Since the SAW device loss increases with film thickness, a certain insertion loss value, as necessary for optimum sensor performance, can be obtained simply by adjusting the deposition time. Except for excellent control over film thickness and uniformity [24], major advantage of this polymer coating method is that, even
at 433 MHz, the droplets are much smaller than the acoustic wavelength of about 7 µm at this frequency. Because of the small droplet size, the electro spray films cause much less propagation loss for the SAW, compared to films of the same type and thickness, deposited in an older airbrush coating technique. In contrast to electro spray films, airbrush coatings have a rough textured structure and the droplet size typically exceeds the acoustic wavelength. The two optical microscope pictures in Fig. 13 a) and b) compare the film structures of PCFV deposited with the two methods on identical 433 MHz RSAW devices. Fig. 13 a) shows part of the electrode structure and bus bars at the centre of the electro spray coated SAW device. For better visibility of the textured film structure obtained in an airbrush technique, the picture in Fig. 13 b) has been taken with a slightly higher magnification and shows part of the reflector with some free substrate area on which the large drops are clearly visible.

![Fig. 13. Comparison of two identical RSAW devices PCFV coated with (a) the electrospray and (b) the airbrush method](image)

9.3 Polymer coating behaviour of Au vs. Al sensor resonators

The three dimensional data plots in Fig. 14 compare the Parylene C coating behaviour of the Au and Al CRF devices from Fig. 12 b) and d) accordingly with a film thickness varying from 0 to 700 nm. In both cases the magnitude of the left longitudinal mode decreases with thickness until it disappears completely at about 300 nm for the Au and 450 nm for the Al device. Above these thickness ranges both devices demonstrate a smooth and well behaved single-mode resonance. In the 300 to 500 nm range the Au CRF reaches its highest mass sensitivity, accompanied with a gradual increase in insertion loss while the loss of the Al device decreases more rapidly. The critical for the system operation loss value of 20 dB is reached at 370 nm vs. 450 nm for the Au and Al devices, respectively.

An identical comparative Parylene C coating test, (not shown here), was performed also with the Au vs. Al TPR devices from Fig. 12 a) and c). In these tests again the Au devices were found to tolerate the solid Parylene C better than their Al counterparts. The increase in device insertion loss with Parylene C thickness for all four tested devices from Fig. 12 is shown in Fig. 15. At film thicknesses up to about 180 nm, all devices yield the same loss increase. Above 200 nm the loss behaviour starts to diverge. The two Al devices keep the same insertion loss up to about 550 nm thickness. Above 200 nm thickness, the loss of the Au devices increases at a much lower rate indicating that these devices can tolerate up to
40% thicker solid films than their Al counterparts for the same amount of loss increase. Finally, Fig. 16 compares the frequency sensitivities of the four tested devices with Parylene C film thickness which is also an indication of their gas probing sensitivity with solid films. Up to about 300 nm thickness, the sensitivity slope of the devices is nearly identical with a small advantage of the Al TPR device, followed by the Al CRF. Above 300 nm, the sensitivity slope of the Al TPR device increases but in view of its strong loss degradation, its sensitivity advantage gets lost. The other three devices keep a nearly constant sensitivity slope up to 500 nm thickness. Below the practical 370 nm thickness at which the critical for this particular system 20 dB of loss is reached for the Al devices, the sensitivity of all four devices differs by less than 20%. This difference is insignificant for practical sensor systems.

Fig. 14. Parylene C coating behaviour of the RSAW CRF devices from Fig. 12 using (a) Au and (b) Al metallization
The soft PCFV polymer coating experiments were performed on the two TPR devices from Fig. 12 a) and c) since they have about the same amount of loss prior to coating, as required by the sensor system. Since the devices are mounted on a spinning holder, monitoring of their electrical performance in the process of electro spray deposition is not possible. That is why we recorded the frequency and phase responses of each device prior to and after the deposition to obtain the frequency shift and loss increase as a function of the deposition time which we used as a measure for the thickness of the soft PCFV film. The data plots in Fig. 17 illustrate the PCFV coating behaviour of an Au TPR device in a 7.5 minutes deposition time. As a result of film loading the device loss increases by about 8 dB to 17.9 dB while its frequency shifts down by 3 MHz. The coated device on the left retains a well behaved single-mode resonance with a smooth phase response in the resonance region. The loss increase vs. thickness proportional deposition time for the Al and Au devices is shown in Fig. 18. For the Au device this dependence is linear while the Al device shows a small loss increase up to about 10 min. of deposition time and after that its loss degrades very rapidly. We attribute this behaviour again to the difference in Au vs. Al densities. Once the Au device has been optimized for operation under the heavy Au film load, it tolerates much

---

**Fig. 15.** Insertion loss behaviour of the Au and Al devices from Fig. 12 vs. Parylene C thickness

**Fig. 16.** Frequency (mass) sensitivity behaviour of the Au and Al devices from Fig. 12 vs. Parylene C thickness
better the polymer film which is much lighter than Au. Finally, Fig. 19 compares the frequency sensitivity of both devices to increased PCFV thickness. The curve for the Au device is steeper meaning that its mass sensitivity is higher than its Al counterpart.

Fig. 17. Frequency responses (upper plots) and phase responses (lower plots) of an Au TPR device before (data on the right) and after (data on the left) 7.5 minutes of PCFV deposition using the electro spray method

Fig. 18. Loss increase vs. deposition time for Au and Al devices electro spray coated with soft PCFV film
9.4 Gas probing behaviour of PCFV coated Au and Al TPR and CRF RSAW sensors

To compare the gas sensitivities of Au vs. Al sensors, pairs of devices of the same type according to Fig. 12 were PCFV coated in the same electro spray deposition method and probed with cooling agent, octane and tetrachloroethylene at different concentrations. Cooling agent and octane were among those gases that the sensors were intended to operate with in a specific application. After coating, the Au/Al pairs were selected to have nearly the same loss increase as a result of PCFV deposition to simulate identical mass loading. The gas probing results for 4 different loss increase values (thicknesses) are summarized in Table 9. As expected from the mass sensitivity data in Fig. 19, the Au devices demonstrate higher gas sensitivity than their Al counterparts. Another important conclusion evident from Table 9 is that soft polymer coating also requires an optimum film thickness for maximum gas sensitivity. In this case the optimum PCFV thickness is achieved when both the Au and Al devices are coated to about 6 dB loss increase, (numbers in bold in Table 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probing gas →</th>
<th>Loss increase values for each device pair ↓</th>
<th>Cooling agent 40000 ppm concentration</th>
<th>Octane 1100 ppm concentration</th>
<th>Tetrachloroethylene 1000 ppm concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCFV coated device→</td>
<td>Al CRF 12.5 kHz</td>
<td>Au TPR 15 kHz</td>
<td>Al CRF 13 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al_8/Au_8,7 dB</td>
<td>11 kHz</td>
<td>19 kHz</td>
<td>9 kHz</td>
<td>18 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al_6,2/Au_5,5 dB</td>
<td>8 kHz</td>
<td>11 kHz</td>
<td>11 kHz</td>
<td>13 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Summary of the gas probing performance of Au vs. Al device pairs PCFV coated to nearly identical loss increase values in the same electro spray deposition process

10. Summary and conclusions

This chapter has highlighted important practical aspects for the design and operation of chemical gas detection systems using STW and RSAW resonant devices. It has been shown that both acoustic wave modes provide excellent gas sensitivity and low detection limits,
down to a few ppb when coated with solid, semisolid and soft polymer sensing layers. Furthermore, the RSAW and STW modes do not only compete but rather complement each other in different measurement tasks. The STW mode operates better with solid and semisolid sensing films featuring surface sorption and is better suited for high-resolution measurements at low gas concentrations (<1%) while the RSAW mode tolerates much better thick soft sensing layers with profound bulk sorption that operate better at high gas concentrations (>1%). Carefully designed RSAW sensors with Au metallization provide an excellent corrosion proof substitute of their Al counterparts when operated in highly reactive gas-phase environments, thereby greatly increasing system reliability and measurement reproducibility over time and a large number of measurement cycles. All gas sensors, regardless of acoustic wave mode, design, metallization and type of sensing polymer requires a careful thickness optimization to provide highest gas sensitivity, maximum dynamic range and lowest detection limit.
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12. References


The concept of acoustic wave is a pervasive one, which emerges in any type of medium, from solids to plasmas, at length and time scales ranging from sub-micrometric layers in microdevices to seismic waves in the Sun’s interior. This book presents several aspects of the active research ongoing in this field. Theoretical efforts are leading to a deeper understanding of phenomena, also in complicated environments like the solar surface boundary. Acoustic waves are a flexible probe to investigate the properties of very different systems, from thin inorganic layers to ripening cheese to biological systems. Acoustic waves are also a tool to manipulate matter, from the delicate evaporation of biomolecules to be analysed, to the phase transitions induced by intense shock waves. And a whole class of widespread microdevices, including filters and sensors, is based on the behaviour of acoustic waves propagating in thin layers. The search for better performances is driving to new materials for these devices, and to more refined tools for their analysis.
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